
Minutes for Professional Education Council 
April 7, 2021 

4:00 p.m. Zoom Meeting 
 

Present 
Patricia Bricker Amanda Chapman 

Lee Nickles Kim Winter 
Axelle Faughn Erin Tapley 
Dom Pinkney Brandi Hinnant-Crawford 
Frank Forcino Eleanor Petrone 

Angie Dills Brandon Schwab 
Carmen Huffman Carrie Rogers 

Pam Buskey Chip Cody 
Ethan Schilling Holly Pinter 

Jane Hughes Jenny Stewart 
C.Y. Wang Derek Becker 

Rachel Wike Kim Davis 
Erin Callahan Heidi Von Dohlen 

Michael Boatright Michael Schallock 
Myra Watson Tracie Rice 

Ben Francis-Fallon  
  
  

Absent with Proxy 
Karena Cooper-Duffy, Special Education (proxy: Carrie Rogers) 
Elizabeth Graves, School Counseling (proxy: Heidi VonDohlen)   

Adrienne Stuckey, Inclusive Education (proxy: Holly Pinter)  
 

I. Welcome and Announcements 
A. Noted Myra Watson submitted everything for her Ed.D. degree.  Congratulations! 

 
II. Approval of Minutes from March 10, 2021 

A. Moved by Holly Pinter, second by Erin Tapley. 
B. Approved by voice/chat vote 

 
III. Dean’s Report 

 
A. Proposed legislation about the teaching of reading (which includes EPP 

requirements, related edNC article) 
 

B. Literacy Self-Study 
 

1. To be complete by December 
 

C. Email from Provost about moving to full capacity in the fall 

https://www.ncleg.gov/BillLookUp/2021/S387
https://www.ednc.org/2021-03-30-senate-leaders-make-push-to-change-the-way-reading-is-taught/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=2021-03-30-senate-leaders-make-push-to-change-the-way-reading-is-taught


1. We will resume early field experiences if LEAs are on board for that. 
2. Possible that some LEAs may require teacher and professional ed 

interns/early field students to be vaccinated before entering schools. 
WCU cannot require this. Will report back if there is more info. OFE is 
aware of this. 

 
IV. Business Items 

 
A. Discussion of draft Teacher Ed DEI principles –Patricia Bricker & Brandi 

Hinnant-Crawford 
1. This is a draft and will be put out for review. 
2. Brandi Hinnant-Crawford presented. Noted is based in literature, 

includes focus on People, Pedagogy, Professional Learning, and 
Priorities 

3. Discussion: 
a. How to support individuals who are not familiar with terms and 

concepts? This is being considered – needs to be continuous, not 
one-time.  

b. Consider an examination of course descriptions and syllabi and for 
us to be intentional about where and how we integrate these ideas.  
Needs to be a thread and culture across courses and programs, not 
just a class. 

c. Consider the ability of faculty to teach on these concepts – Need a 
culture of growing in our understanding among faculty.  Be real 
about the hard journey and the need to continue to grow together. 

d. Promote a critical view within interns of what is in our schools vs. 
political correctness.  This is a long hard journey, a lifetime one.  
We cannot underestimate the journey. 

e. This work is stupendous, refreshing, and heartening.  Links to K-
12 experiences, academic success, wellbeing, and trauma. 

f. Idea: include a statement about culture of CEAP in syllabi 
g. How do we assess cultivating equity-minded dispositions? 
h. Note this is difficult for students with different experiences; may 

not see this as important outside of certain contexts; need to 
connect DEI to lives of students 

i. Support stated for specific terms in the draft: colonialism, white 
supremacy, patriarchy, heteronormativity 

j. May be necessary to advise candidates out of teacher ed who are 
not on board; need for a gateway 

k. Need to consider the developmental trajectory of our candidates at 
different points in the program 

l. Clinical experiences are essential here.  Systemic plans.  As a PWI, 
this is challenging yet also essential.  Programs like TRUE help but 
are not enough. 



m. Need supports for students going through the process of change 
from beginning of programs through completion.  What do we 
hold as important?  Integrated early and often. 

n. Noted Ed leadership has a rubric focused on social justice; also see 
the rubrics associated with PDP (teacher leadership framework and 
equity lens) 

o. Noted our course catalog seems to indicate very few courses 
include/cover DEI 

p. Brandon Schwab noted that this connects well to the WCU pilot 
program on Inclusive Pedagogy 

4. A Qualtrics survey will go out soon for additional feedback. 
5. An updated version will be sent before our next meeting with plans to 

vote on the updated version at our next meeting. 
 

B. Recommended updates to Dispositions Assessment procedures for entry point—
Lee Nickles  

1. Lee gave overview of new process (see handout) 
2. Brief discussion of the possibility of changing instruments; is a 

possibility to consider – for future discussion 
 

C. Assessment/Continuous Improvement/Accreditation: CTC data on candidates’ 
use of data to provide ideas about what can be done to improve students’ 
learning (instructional practice) – Patricia Bricker 

1. Patricia noted that the issue of using data to guide instruction seems to 
be an issue based on our CTC data 

2. Idea: may be partly a calendar issue – hasn’t been observed well at 
midpoint OR may be developed only over their “lead” time later in the 
semester 

3. Noted connection back to DEI work 
 

V. Standing Items  
 

A. Chair’s Report—Patricia Bricker 
1. Update on Human Capital Roundtable/NC Pathways to Excellence for 

Teaching Professionals. PEPSC subcommittees 
a. Patricia noted she is now on the Advancement & Development 

subcommittee of PEPSC looking at skills/abilities moving from 
one level to next in the model proposed to PEPSC 

b. Work is going on to see if the model can be made tangible 
 

B. Field Experiences – Amanda Chapman 
1. Fall 2021 field experience plans 

a. Plan is to return to normal in the fall, including early field. Will 
prioritize early field experiences that require the most time (Block, 
then SPED/PSY, then EDCI) 



b. Will include vaccine info in applications if LEAs require it so they 
can pair vaccinated students with these schools 

 
C. Updates from P-12 Partners and School Relations 

1. Chip Cody – TCS is back on Plan A like JCPS. Going well and thinks it 
will hold for the rest of the year; Noted we need a mindset to teach 
children, not a curriculum. Noted that he and other principals are willing 
to come to classes and discuss with candidates about how DEI works out 
in the teaching profession.  Could provide a Q&A perspective, discuss 
HR/Teacher Evaluation Instrument, and insights from prospective 
employers. 

 
Meeting concluded at 5:01 pm 


